Mr. Chairman,,,, ENH TUVSHIN
Your excellencies,,,,
Ladies and gentlemen,,,,

In the name of God, the compassionate the most merciful

On behalf of the government of the Hashemite kingdom of Jordan, it is my honor to express you my deep thanks and gratitude in the occasion of the Asian ministerial conference on disaster risk reduction, also I would like to seize this opportunity to present the warm thanks for Mongolian government and people for their distinguished efforts to host this Asian important event which reflect the interest of counties and governments in the disasters risk reduction topics.

As you know, the disasters in the whole world, is considered a complicated issue that disturb all governments and countries, due to their consequences and results, the disasters have increased recently due to many main factors such as climate change and air pollution, the international society should work seriously and intensively for facing disaster risks challenges and should stand closely to find the appropriate solutions contributed in disasters risk reduction and their devastated consequences if they occur.

Ladies and gentlemen
we are in Jordan have taken and achieved a prominent steps in the field of disaster risks reduction, we have started since many years on working on the climate change subject and its effects on the economy and
infrastructure, also we have begun in preparing a comprehensive national assessment for disaster risks with a generous support from our strategically partners, in addition to increase the society preventive awareness for the local citizen toward disaster risks.

We are proud of our foreign partnership at the international and regional level and they are subject to our appreciation.

Jordan is considered one of the most countries that suffer from scarcity of resources and lack of the possibilities, in the same time Jordan is exposed to several political and demographic and regional challenges which have caused a huge burden on the Jordanian economic shoulder, I mean in this area, the Syrian crises which caused displacement a huge number of Syrian refugees to Jordan, noting that Jordan since long time ago has received a thousands of Palestinian refugees as a result of the Israel occupation for Palestine.

The earthquakes, floods, drought, desertification, hazardous Material accidents and transport accident are the most risks that threat my country,

We keep us abreast with the global policies and frameworks in the field of disaster risks reduction, we build a bridges of corporation and trust with our partners at all levels, also we are keen for following all the international conferences and events that aim to reduce disaster risks to find a common language toward disaster challenges.

Jordan represented by civil defense directorate is committed by implementation Sendai framework and its recommendation which come as
continuation to hygo framework in disaster risk reduction, all of these issues will actually contribute in increasing the countries resilience for confronting disasters and their consequences.

Finally, I would like to emphasize that Jordan is looking forward to establishing a real partnership with all stakeholders and concerned persons to contribute effectively in reducing disasters risks and stand together to activate the humanitarian efforts to maintain people lives and properties and their dignity wherever they exist in this planet.

Thank you for you kind attention and many thanks again for the organizers this global conference. May god help us and keep us away from disaster.
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